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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Call For Demonstrations against Chain Executions in Iran
Date: Monday, September 10, 2007
Time: 19 to 21
Locations: In Front of CNN - 6430 W Sunset Blvd # 300 Los Angeles, CA 90028

For nearly three decades, the Mullahs have been doing all they could to arrest,
imprison, torture and kill with impunity the home grown opposition in the most inhuman
and savage fashion, and want the rest of the world to keep its nose out of their “family”
business. In recent weeks the executions in Iran have skyrocketed again. The Mullahs
are proven once again to be vicious mass killers.
To remain in power, the Mullahs and their apparatus rely on “preventive” measures.
They don’t bother with due process of law or the value of human life. Their
“revolutionary guards” dispense with the “due” and gets right to the “process.” On the
slightest suspicion, they arrest, convict and execute. They expect ‘Allah’ in the next
world to take the time to determine the person’s guilt or innocence.
We are told, by a reliable source within Iran that the supreme leader of the Islamic
Republic of Iran, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, has given a confidential and tacit decree to
execute publicly Iranian youth in all the towns and villages with a population that
exceeds 1000 people. We believe the cause of these massive and rabid executions by
the Islamic Republic is the immense fear of the regime for a sudden uprising of the
Iranian people who oppose the regime and its barbaric treatment of the innocent Iranian
people.
The Islamic Republic has summarily executed tens of thousands of Iranian dissidents.
Their record speaks for itself. They had no qualms at sending thousands of children to
clear the minefields ahead of their tanks during the 1980-88 war with Iraq; and they
have thousands of “martyrs” brainwashed and prepared to serve as bomb mules to be
dispatched to any place in the world. This new wave of executions by the Islamic regime
in Iran is reminiscent of the 1988 massacre of Iranian political prisoners.
While we recognize the right of legitimate governments to bring to justice those
suspected of serious crimes, we condemn with the strongest terms the death penalty
imposed on Iranian dissidents in Iran.
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We are organizing series of demonstrations to protest the recent executions by
the Islamic regime in Iran (see www.IranianDemonstrations.com) and call for the
freedom of the prisoners of conscience who are being held and tortured by the
Islamic regime in Iran. We are asking the free people of the civilized world to join
us in this noble act.
We think it is little more than an exercise in denial to believe that nothing bad will
happen, and that the corrupt inept Mullahs will likely shoot themselves in the foot
instead of wreaking havoc on the world. We keep pleading that we should forthwith help
the Iranian democratic opposition and send the death-bearer Mullahs back to their
mosques. It is the free world’s best and urgent option.
Contact:
Mr. Farsheed Azad
Executive Director, SOS Iran
Tel: 250 818 9615
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